Any image that engages or requires the social and cultural experience of the viewer or the social and cultural experience of myself—any art that does that is a political image.” ¹

“The city fosters art and is art; the city creates the theater and is the theater. It is in the city, the city as theater that humans more positive activities are formulated and worked out through conflicting cooperating personalities, events, groups, into more significant, culminations.” ²


Theater of a (not-so-global) Interspecies will progress through a series of three culminating scenes.

**SCENE ONE (WEEKS 1-6)**

**Discourse: INVESTIGATION + EXPLORATION**

The course will begin by investigating and working with multiple interpretations of ground. We will explore and analyze the incredibly dynamic interactions, systems, relationships, politics, histories, and identities that exist at our site of Washington Square Park. Temporal encounters in the city create new associations as we imagine new ways of navigating the shifting ground.

New York City recently reached a record-breaking number of nearly 13 million flights. Top NYC attractions host nearly 360,000 pedestrians each day. As a point of departure, we will utilize a standard sized carry-on luggage as a physical proto-site for our urban context explorations and experimentations. We will work within these dimensions of no more than 56 cm x 36 cm x 23 cm. Just as with operating in the dense city itself, these constraints will push us to navigate a limited amount of space in innovative and limitless ways.

Your proto-site will be rigorously worked into/onto/out of throughout the first six weeks, and will ultimately serve as an archive of your experimental explorations.

**SCENE TWO (WEEKS 7-9)**

**Discourse: INTERVENTIONS + SCALE**

Our investigations revealed the multidimensional and transcalar relationships within our context. Moving forward, you will choose a specific scale as your next starting point for further analysis and intervention.

We engage variations of scale including the urban, intimate and infinite. They are absorbed and invented, appear and disappear:

- 1:100
- 1:25000
- 1:20
- 3:1
- 1:50
- 1:500
- 1:50000
- 2:1
- 1:1
- 1: ∞ ⋯ INFINITY (∞), along with its symbol ∞, is not a number and it is not a place. There is no limit to its values. We then say that the values become infinite, or tend to infinity – a limit is a number.

There is no number that we can name.

**SCENE THREE (WEEKS 10-13)**

**Discourse: ADVOCACY + PERFORMANCE**

Our work is not neutral. We must acknowledge this and take a stance on the connections we draw between form, environment, performance and site.

The culminating projects will reimagine methods of space-making and performance. Specifically chosen interspecies interactions, in the context of the ground at Washington Square Park, will act as the focus of your socio-political, cultural, infrastructural, and/or environmental advocacy.

---

**Performance / pərˈfɔːr.məns**

**Etymology**

<< perform (v.) + -ance (suffix)

1. a musical, dramatic, or other entertainment presented before an audience.
2. the act of performing a ceremony, play, piece of music, etc.
3. the execution or accomplishment of work, acts, feats, etc.
4. a particular action, deed, or proceeding.
5. an action or proceeding of an unusual or spectacular kind.
6. the act of performing.
7. the manner in which or the efficiency with which something reacts or fulfills its intended purpose.
8. Linguistics. the actual use of language in real situations, which may or may not fully reflect a speaker's competence, being subject to such nonlinguistic factors as inattention, distraction, memory lapses, fatigue, or emotional state.

---
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WEEK 1 [SEPTEMBER 07]
INTRODUCTIONS AND SYLLABUS
We will explore and tour of Washington Square Park with historian Justin Rivers, followed by our studios introduction.
> Post-Production: Photograph 10 interactions in Washington Square Park, thinking across human, interspecies and non-human relationships. Use these to develop your own vocabulary: a list of 10 verbs that describe what architecture and space could do for those interacting in it.
> Reading:

WEEK 2 [SEPTEMBER 14]
LANGUAGE AND SPATIALITY // ORGANIZED ENERGY
We will each choose one of your verbs from the prior week and then conduct a series of equally timed drawings that represent the action: one of 1000 vectors, one of 100, one of 10 and one of 1. Think: density versus dexterity, notions of intent.
> Post-Production: Projected Drawing-Model. You will work into your proto-site and make “models” of these four drawings, using materials representative of lines, in an effort to see the depth of your construction and understand how action is organized. You can begin by considering whether you want your models to be rigid or fluid, if they will adjust to future interventions or exist in isolation, and how they relate to your proto-site.
>Readings:

WEEK 3 [SEPTEMBER 21]
IMAGE AND MOVEMENT // SPATIAL PERFORMANCE
NYC is always in motion – it is never static or still, especially not Washington Square Park. There is a constant energy as it is continuously shaped by the actions of its inhabitants and systems. This week, we will examine ways to reimagine the output or analysis of these performances.
> Post-Production: Graphic Recording of a Performance. Choose a performance to graphically measure or record in Washington Square Park, and identify who/what the participants are. Think of your proto-site as a stage to document the performance. Intervene/extract/add/alter your proto-site to become a tool that receives the performance as an input, and generates a graphic visualization of the performance as an output.
>Readings:

WEEK 4 [SEPTEMBER 28]
IDENTITY AND ADVOCACY // GROUND UP
Class will begin with a visit to Washington Square Park Conservancy. We will then delve into potential interventions on the ground plane, analyzing the relationship to the surface and what it means to push in rather than solely build up. A focus will be on the multidimensional nature of the ground. We will also investigate the lens through which we are perceiving the site, becoming aware of how our interpretations differ as they are shaped by conscious and subconscious biases and ideologies.
> Post-Production: Working into your proto-site, produce a physical model that expresses an intervention to the ground plane. This should not be a literal illustration of the intervention, but a structured construction of a tectonic/spatial idea. Understand what, why, and for whom/what it is intervening. Consider your material selection, and how it impacts the reading of the model.
>Readings:
WEEK 5 [OCTOBER 05]
COLOR AND CONTRAST // (not so) SURFACE LEVEL
Building on last week, we will explore the ways your prototype visually situates itself as an object placed in/on/around the site. Your carry-on proto-site is becoming an object of its own.
When you go to retrieve your luggage from baggage claim, you want it to stand out. You might tie a bright ribbon on the handle, apply a strip of neon colored tape or use a bag that stands out on its own. With a carry-on that you keep by your side, though, an easily identifiable bag isn’t a practical necessity but a matter of personal preference.
> Post-Production: Decide how you want your proto-site to visually exist as a module in the landscape of Washington Square Park. Does it weave into the urban fabric, becoming ingrained in its context? Does it stand out as a sight to see? Consider the consequences and impact of that decision. Alter the exterior of your carry-on in terms of materiality, color, figure-ground and/or shadow. Then create 3 simple figure-ground diagrams, 2-dimensional on paper, using color blocks [no lines] to represent the relationship your object has to its site.
> Readings:

WEEK 6 [OCTOBER 12]
PERFORMATIVE BODIES // MID REVIEW
Mid review Presentations
> Post-Production: 3 WordJoints + Scale Selection. To help set your specific focus for future explorations, create 3 joints by combining a verb and noun from the provided list. Also select the scale you wish to operate within.

SCENE TWO

WEEK 7 [OCTOBER 19]
LANGUAGE AND SPATIALITY // WORDJOINTS
We will begin with a reflection of mid review, followed by a discussion about the direction for your WordJoints and scale section.
> Post-Production: Create one sketch or drawing for each of your word joints in relation to your scale selection. Incorporate these into a collage capturing the essence of your WordJoint. For the collage, use a ready-made or found text. The collage may use 4-400 layers. You may use the book directly as material or use layering, xeroxing, or scanning to produce the collage.
> Readings:

WEEK 8 [OCTOBER 26]
IMAGE AND MOVEMENT // REPRESENTATION IS BUILDING
The only way to see it is to build it. During this session, we will dive into a documentary on Christo and Jeanne-Claude. In response to your chosen scale, groups will be assigned to create temporary site specific installations around which you will present documentation during Week 9.
> Post-Production: Installation as Drawing. Focus on how your installation interacts with the ground and its surroundings. The length, width, and height dimensions must each be greater than the length of your arm span. Select a method of documentation – such as video, timelapse, or GIF – that best reveals these interactions and their relation over a short period of time.
> Readings:
WEEK 9 [NOVEMBER 02]
COLOR AND CONTRAST // PREMISE-PROCESS-PRODUCTION
We will present and analyze last week’s documented installations.
> Post-Production: Select one assignment that aligns closest to your interest of exploration. Re-define meaning, re-interpret, re-process and translate it using new media and in your selected scale. Experiment with different colors and contrasts, examining the shifts in sentiment and reception that they evoke.
> Readings:

SCENE THREE
WEEK 10 [NOVEMBER 09]
IDENTITY AND ADVOCACY // INTENTION
This class will begin setting the stage for your final.
> Post-Production: Write 1-2 pages defining the focus of your final output. Explicitly state and work through the thesis of your project, your audience, and address who/what you will be advocating for and why. Accompany your writing with a series of sketches/precedents/study models exploring what form your culminating project might take.
> Readings:

WEEK 11 [NOVEMBER 16]
PERFORMATIVE BODIES // PRODUCTION
We will continue working toward final review.
> Post-Production: Project/performance production.
> Readings:

WEEK 12 [NOVEMBER 23]
NO CLASS [FALL BREAK]

WEEK 13 [NOVEMBER 30]
FINAL REVIEW

WEEK 14/15
FINAL DELIVERY: LOG BOOK
GROUNDWORK >> INTRA PROJECT >> VISION
> Projects will be articulated in a final book / portfolio that dissects and showcases your work. Process, product and vision are highlighted through collections of research, diagrams, analyses, drawings, photographs and text.


Weinstein, Beth. “*Performance Space: Distributed v. Consolidated*.”


